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Demonstration
This form demonstrates a selection of some of the powerful features of dynamic LiveCycle forms.   Note that all you see of this form initially is just this page. Select an item below to reveal the relevant parts of the form to demonstrate various features. As you add features, the form grows, and automatically paginates. And you can add the same feature more than once! Use the Remove button to remove a feature from the dynamic display. The selection feature is itself a demonstration of repeatable subforms.
Dynamic LiveCycle forms
Expandable text input field
Enter (or remove) text from the following text fields. See how, when you move on to next field, the box expands (or contracts) according to the content. As the boxes expand, so everything below them moves down and onto the next page as appropriate.
Revealing/hiding sections
Sections of the form can be revealed and hidden depending on answers to questions. For example, answering "Yes" to owning a pet will reveal a further subform containing another question asking which type of pet. If you select "Other", a supplementary question is asked. The rest of the form dynamically re-flows as sections are revealed and hidden.
Do you own a pet?
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Dynamic LiveCycle forms demonstration
Dynamic tables
Dynamic tables allow rows to be added and removed. In this example, each row has 4 buttons associated with it, allowing a row to be added below the current row, the current row removed, the current row moved up one and the current row moved down one.
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